Delicious!
Main theme: faddy eating and trying new food.
Look out for: what the insects are doing throughout the book.

The Pumpkin Soup Trilogy

Suggestions for initial discussion
What do you like to eat? Who is a fussy eater in your home? Have you tried something new to eat?
Do you like to try different food?
Response activities
This book is ideal as a basis for some work on healthy eating.Whether you just talk about food that is
good for you or go for a big project, which could include growing, buying, cooking and eating
vegetables, this story can be your centrepiece.
There are lots of words associated with cooking.The recipe for Pink Soup at the beginning of the
book is a perfect model of an instructional text – and one which actually works! Then there are
mentions in word and image of kitchen utensils, all sorts of vegetables (a lovely harvest display comes
to mind) and cookery terminology - such as, peeled, sliced, chopped, stirred etc.
The three words scrumptious, nutritious, delicious are well worth considering.Younger children can
just enjoy saying the words and learning what they mean, whilst those who are able, may enjoy
copying or learning to spell the words for themselves.
Lots of lovely artwork could be done on the theme of food colours. A trip to the market or grocer’s
shop could provide inspiration for pictures of all sorts of vegetables and fruits.You could also try
making pink soup with some fresh beetroot.
It may seem pretentious to suggest that little children will understand literary devices such as themes
beyond the literal but there is such a powerful sub-plot in Delicious! that could also serve as
inspiration for class activities.The sub-plot involves the insects, plumbing and re-cycling. Plumbing
(or just water running through pipes) could be a theme that is taken up in the water tray or as a
design technology project.Through the plumbing theme, children could talk about: plumbers’ tools,
syphons, pumps, drains and U-bends.The ants are trying to re-cycle good food to avoid waste,
another theme that could be followed through with children.
Older children could re-tell or role-play the story from the insects’ point of view. Look at the
commentaries down the side of some pages to find out what the insects think about the waste of
good food.

In 1998, the book Pumpkin Soup first introduced us to three friends – Duck,
Cat and Squirrel. Since then two more books featuring these characters have
been published – A Pipkin of Pepper and Delicious! All the stories are concerned
with the same three characters as they make pumpkin soup, so some activities
described in these notes could relate to all three books.
You can think about the three characters; for example, Duck can be difficult
to live with, Squirrel is impatient and Cat usually takes charge.
Each story may prompt you to do some cooking which, of course, will
involve measuring and weighing, following a recipe and handling fresh
vegetables.
However, although the three stories have aspects in common, each book also
has its own theme based around the three friends.
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There is at least a term’s worth of curriculum
(plenty of literacy, science, maths and PSHE) that
could be covered using these stories as a focus.
Learning could also spin off into all the creative arts,
problem solving and environmental studies. Here are
some ideas to get you going on each book:

Pumpkin Soup

A Pipkin of Pepper

Main theme: friendship, sharing
and team work.
Look out for: what happens in the
small pictures as well as the main
ones.

Main theme: getting lost, who you should trust
Look out for: the pepper pot theme running throughout the pictures

Suggestions for initial
discussion
Do you like soup?
Do you like to help in the kitchen?
Do you sometimes work with
friends?
Do you like working with friends?
Do you share the jobs between you?
What happens if you disagree?
Response activities
Set up the role play area as inside the ‘old white cabin’ with a soup pot, kitchen utensils and a cooker.
Put a recipe to read on the wall and instructions for each character.
When Duck leaves home, his friends imagine all sorts of frightening things happening to him. Look
at the way the pictures show what Cat and Squirrel are thinking. Make a picture of some scary
thoughts.

Suggestions for initial discussion
Have you ever been lost? Did a kind grown up help you? Who would you ask for help? Do you
know your address? Getting lost is frightening so some children may not want to tell about their own
experience but they may benefit from listening to more confident classmates.
Response activities
There are many passages in this story that use interesting words and lyrical patterns of sound. For
example:
Puddings and pastries,
pilchards and prawns,
lobsters and lightbulbs,
pizza . . . and pepper!
When Duck gets carried away with his dreams there is a fascinating list of different sorts of peppers.
It could be fun for confident children to try to read all those names!
Look at how the pictures get increasingly bewildering as Duck gets more and more panicky. How do
the shapes, lines, colours and perspective change to show his increasing anxiety? Do a panicky picture
of Duck in the city.
Make a list of all the different sorts of animals that are on the crowded streets of the city.

